Articles of Organization

Wayne Intellectual Property Student Association
(“WISPA”)

I. The New Student Organization Application for Recognition dated 10 Jan 1994 (“NSOA-1994”), attached and incorporated into this document by this reference, with the changes below will be the basis for governing WIPSA.

II. NSOA-1994 Art. 10 will be replaced with the following:

A. Nominating: self nomination; nomination by others; seconding after every nomination
B. Electing: Borda Count Method.
   i. Borda count method summary:
      a) each member will rank nominated candidates (where the number of nominated candidates is $n$) in order of preference from most favored to least favored for each office on a secret ballot;
      b) for each ballot, each candidate will be assigned points based on the number of candidates ranked lower then them ($n-1$ for first preference, $n-2$ for second preference, etc);
      c) for each candidate, the sum of all the points on each ballot will be made;
      d) the candidate with the most points wins.

III. NSOA-1994 Art. 14 will be replaced with the following:

Roberts Rules of Order or other method as the Officers all agree.

IV. NSOA-1994 Art. 17 will be replaced with the following:

By distribution of notice in (a) student's pendaflex or (b) contact by phone or (c) contact by email (either individually or by mass email to student mailing list).

I hereby adopt these Articles of Organization as the Constitution for the Wayne Intellectual Property Student Association.

By: <signed Ryan A Dibble> ______________, Founder
   Ryan A. Dibble

Date: ____________________________________________